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Abstract

Expansion of pancreatic beta cells in vivo or ex vivo, or generation of beta cells by differentiation from an embryonic or adult stem cell, can
provide new expandable sources of beta cells to alleviate the donor scarcity in human islet transplantation as therapy for diabetes. Although
recent advances have been made towards this aim, mechanisms that regulate beta cell expansion and differentiation from a stem/progenitor
cell remain to be characterized. Here, we describe a protocol for an injury model in the adult mouse pancreas that can function as a tool to study
mechanisms of tissue remodeling and beta cell proliferation and differentiation. Partial duct ligation (PDL) is an experimentally induced injury
of the rodent pancreas involving surgical ligation of the main pancreatic duct resulting in an obstruction of drainage of exocrine products out of
the tail region of the pancreas. The inflicted damage induces acinar atrophy, immune cell infiltration and severe tissue remodeling. We have
previously reported the activation of Neurogenin (Ngn) 3 expressing endogenous progenitor-like cells and an increase in beta cell proliferation
after PDL. Therefore, PDL provides a basis to study signals involved in beta cell dynamics and the properties of an endocrine progenitor in
adult pancreas. Since, it still remains largely unclear, which factors and pathways contribute to beta cell neogenesis and proliferation in PDL, a
standardized protocol for PDL will allow for comparison across laboratories.

Video Link

The video component of this article can be found at http://www.jove.com/video/52765/

Introduction

The increasing prevalence of diabetes, affecting more than 300 million people world-wide1,2 has boosted the search for new sources of insulin-
producing beta cells, both in vitro and in vivo, to replenish the deficient beta cell mass.3 Identifying key mechanisms and factors that regulate
beta cell proliferation and beta cell neogenesis, i.e., the differentiation of beta cells from a non-beta cell or progenitor cell, can provide novel
targets for the development of regenerative therapies in diabetes.

In the developing rodent pancreas, all of the endocrine cell types differentiate from a transient population of endocrine progenitor cells,
expressing the transcription factor Neurogenin3 (Ngn3).4,5 In the adult rodent pancreas, under normal physiological conditions, the beta cell
mass is maintained at an optimal number to meet metabolic demands. Changes in beta cell size, apoptosis and replication constitute the
major mechanisms for beta cell expansion and turn-over.6-8 While the potential of beta cells to proliferate under normal physiological conditions
is homogenous throughout the population,9 their proliferation rate is low and re-replication is restricted by a dynamic quiescence period or
refractory period6,7, influenced by age and glucose metabolism.10 Since endocrine progenitor cells have so far not been identified in the normal
adult pancreas, neogenesis is thought to not contribute to normal adult beta cell growth.8

Therefore, the identification of a facultative endocrine progenitor cell in the adult pancreas that is expandable and capable of yielding new beta
cells would provide a novel, possibly unlimited source of beta cells.

Partial duct ligation (PDL) is an animal injury model that has been described to induce beta cell neogenesis in the adult pancreas.11,12 In
this model, the main pancreatic duct draining the pancreatic tail is surgically ligated. The resulting obstruction of exocrine drainage induces
major tissue remodeling, accompanied by inflammation and acinar atrophy distal to the ligation.12-14 Within this inflammatory environment, re-
expression of the endocrine progenitor marker Ngn3 is induced and the beta cell volume increases two-fold. This doubling in beta cell volume
results from the generation of new beta cells from an Ngn3 expressing embryonic-type endocrine progenitor cell and from proliferation of pre-
existing and newly-formed beta cells that are prone to re-duplication without “quiescence period”.11,15

Beta cell neogenesis and replication in injury models, such as pancreatectomy6,7,16-19 and selective ablation of beta cells20 have been extensively
described. However, the regenerative outcome in these models is influenced by the extent of the inflicted damage and is associated with a
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decreased initial beta cell mass21. PDL is a surgical model in which the initial beta cell mass is not affected and beta cell neogenesis and
proliferation are robustly activated. Indeed, in the pancreas of mice that underwent PDL, Ngn3 expressing cells are identified near the epithelial
lining of the duct. These cells can be isolated from the ligated pancreas of Ngn3-GFP transgenic mice using fluorescence activated cell sorting
(FACS) and are able to differentiate towards functional beta cells following engraftment into and ex vivo culture of the pancreas of E12.5 Ngn3-/-

mice.11 Similarly, in Ngn3CreERT;R26YFP mice in which cells that activated the Ngn3 gene are permanently labeled after tamoxifen injection, label-
positive Ngn3 cell-derived beta cells are detected after PDL.15 Moreover, newly formed beta cells dilute pre-existing beta cells and preferentially
locate in small islets within which beta cells show high proliferation potential.15 Ngn3 is important for beta cell expansion after PDL since
decreased Ngn3 expression using target-specific short-hairpin RNA significantly decreases beta cell mass and beta cell proliferation after PDL.11

Notably, the fraction of Ngn3 cell-derived beta cells and the beta cell mass after PDL critically depends on the level of Ngn3 induction15. This is
in accordance with the observation that high level of Ngn3 expression is a critical step for endocrine commitment from multipotent pancreatic
progenitors during pancreatic development.22 In addition, selective ablation of Ngn3 expressing cells by diphtheria-toxin administration to
Ngn3CreERT;R26iDTR mice results in decreased insulin content and reduced beta cell proliferation, especially in small islets.15

Although the induction of Ngn3 expression in duct cells after PDL has been confirmed by many11,15,16,23,24, Ngn3 expression in islets cells24,25

and discrepancies in outcome of PDL challenged our initial observations of increased beta cell mass26,27, appearance of Ngn3 expressing duct-
derived endocrine progenitors24,26,28,29 , and increased beta cell proliferation27 after PDL.30

These conflicting results could, at least partially, be attributed to a combination of factors, including variations in the post-surgical time points
of analysis, bodyweight, sex and age of the mice, post-operative physiological and environmental conditions and, most importantly, differences
in surgical technique.30 In our hands, beta cell proliferation, insulin content, beta cell volume and the number of small islets are consistently
increased after PDL. Also Ngn3 mRNA consistently increases, but there are large differences in the Ngn3 mRNA expression between PDL
tail pancreases, for which we have no direct explanation. We hypothesized that the level of Ngn3 mRNA might correlate with the degree of
beta cell neogenesis from non-beta cells15, but this needs further substantiation. Although it does not remove all experimental variations, a
standardized method for performing PDL surgery allows for better uniformity in results and opens new avenues in studying beta cell proliferation
and neogenesis.

Protocol

All manipulations follow the guidelines issued by the European Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals used for Experimental and
other Scientific Purposes (ETS 123 and and 2010/63/EU).

1. Preparation of Work Area

1. Provide a dedicated preparation area, a surgical area and a recovery area.
2. Conduct the entire surgical procedure in a laminar flow cabinet to minimize environmental contaminants.
3. Assemble the supplies (as listed in Materials and Methods) needed on the preparation, surgical and recovery area, using proper aseptic

technique.
4. Ensure that surgical tools are autoclaved prior to surgery.
5. Provide a recirculating water heating pad at a temperature of 38 °C for temperature stabilization during surgery. Cover the heating pad with a

sterile waterproof pad.
6. Provide an operating microscope with a magnification of at least 6.3X.
7. Use an instrument sterilizer, such as a hot bead sterilizer, to sterilize instruments in between surgical procedures.
8. Prepare a recovery area consisting of a large cage, lined by flat paper bedding

2. Preparing the Animals for Surgery

1. For PDL and sham surgery, use 8 week old male mice, housed in standard cages and maintained on a 12 hr light/12 hr dark cycle and fed a
standard rodent diet ad libitum.
 

Note: Here, we use BALB/cJrJ mice but we have also successfully used other strains and various transgenic strains.
2. Use Buprenophine as preemptive analgesia (0.05 – 0.1 mg/kg) 30 min prior to surgery.
3. Anesthetize the mice by intraperitoneal injection of 100 mg/kg of ketamine and 5 - 10 mg/kg of xylazine.
4. Assess proper anesthetization by observing gradual loss of voluntary movement and muscle relaxation. Test the loss of reflexes by toe

pinching.
5. Apply ophthalmic ointment to prevent dryness of the eyes while under anesthesia.

3. Surgical Site Preparation

1. Disinfect thorax and abdomen with antiseptic chlorhexidine solution.
2. Shave an area of 2.5 cm x 1.5 cm of the abdomen.
3. Disinfect the shaven area using gauze soaked with chlorhexidine solution, then alcohol solution and a final application of chlorhexidine

solution.
4. Position the animal in the surgical area so that the prepared surgical site is upwards facing the surgeon.
5. Drape the mouse using a waterproof surgical drape with an opening that leaves the disinfected abdominal region exposed while covering the

rest of the body to create a sterile working field. Monitor the mouse prior to the procedure for depth of anesthesia.
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4. Pancreatic Duct Ligation

1. Laparotomy
1. Make an upper midline incision in the skin extending from the xiphoid process to the umbilicus using a sterile surgical blade. Separate

the underlying linea alba and the peritoneum using sterile scissors in order to expose the upper abdominal quadrant.
2. Prevent drying-out of the internal organs by regular sprinkling with sterile 0.9% sodium chloride.
3. Using sterile tweezers or swab, retract the stomach superiorly, exposing the spleen and the splenic lobe (the tail region) of the

pancreas.
4. Gently retract the duodenum and part of the upper jejunum to the right upper abdominal quadrant to expose the head, neck and body

region of the pancreas covered by the visceral peritoneum.

2. Ligation
1. Locate the anatomical position of the pancreatic main duct in the neck region of the pancreas.
2. Incise the visceral peritoneum and the gastrocolic ligament, granting access to the retroperitoneum, exposing the body and tail region

of the pancreas. In order to expose the neck region, perform a Kocher maneuver. Lift the duodenum and head of the pancreas off the
retroperitoneum elevating them from the inferior vena cava and aorta below.

3. Carefully place the spatula underneath the neck region. Ligate the pancreatic duct with 6-0 Prolene thread at the left side of the portal
vein that separates the gastro-duodenal and splenic lobes.

4. Perform a second ligation in close proximity to the first ligation to ensure that the lobes are adequately separated.
5. Ligate very carefully in order not to damage the underlying blood vessels, namely the superior pancreaticoduodenal artery, the inferior

pancreaticoduodenal artery and the pancreatic part of the splenic artery.
6. Place the organs back into the abdominal cavity.
7. Close the incision using 4-0 polyglycol filamentous thread in a continuous suture pattern for the muscle/peritoneal layer and in a

discontinuous suture pattern for the skin.

5. Sham Surgery

1. Perform all steps as described in steps 1 through 4.1.4. While the pancreas is exposed, do not perform ligation of the pancreatic duct.
2. At the end of step 4.1.4, place internal organs back into the abdominal cavity.
3. Close the incision as described in 4.2.7.

6. Post-operational Care and Monitoring

1. After the surgical procedure is complete, place the mouse in the recovery area. This consists of a cage placed on a heating pad and lined
with flat paper bedding in order to maintain normal body temperature.

2. Provide nutritional support to avoid post-operative hypoglycemia by moistened food placed on the cage bottom. For this purpose, use
standard rodent diet pellets soaked in water until they soften.

3. Provide fluid support by the moistened food and provide water ad libitum.
4. Use Buprenophine as analgesia (0.05 – 0.1 mg/kg) twice daily for 2 days post-surgery. During the entire experimental, follow up, observe

the mice for occurrence of possible signs of infection, including secretion of liquid or pus from the wound, or for physical deterioration
characterized by reduction in grooming behavior and activity level, lower appetite and bodyweight loss.

7. Evaluation of Successful PDL and Harvest of PDL Tail and Sham Tail Pancreas

1. Euthanize mice by cervical dislocation.
2. Re-shave the abdominal region to avoid carry-over of fur.
3. Open the abdominal skin and muscle layer and remove a large area of skin and muscle to obtain good access to the pancreas.
4. Using sterile tweezers or swab, the stomach is retracted superiorly, exposing the spleen and the splenic lobe (the tail region) of the pancreas.
5. Gently pull out the duodenum and part of the upper jejunum to expose the gastro-duodenal lobe (head region) of the pancreas.

 

Note: The ligated portion of the PDL pancreas has now reduced in size and has become almost translucent so that islets are visible as small
white dots. The head portion of the pancreas is opaque pink and distinct exocrine lobuli can be observed.

6. Using sterile scissors, separate the ligated tail part of the pancreas from the spleen, by cutting along the spleen. Cut loose the connective
tissue connecting the tail region of the pancreas to the internal organs.

7. Cut the PDL tail region right in front of the ligation, excluding the ligature and the tissue immediately adjacent to it from the harvested tissue.
8. To isolate sham tail tissue, follow steps 7.1 through 7.5. Using sterile scissors separate the tail region of the sham pancreas from the spleen

by cutting along the spleen. Isolate the tail region by cutting into the neck region of the pancreas and cutting loose the connective tissue
connecting the tail pancreas to the internal organs
 

Note: Both the tail and head region of the sham pancreas are opaque pink, to isolate both parts separately, cut the pancreas in the neck
region.

Representative Results

PDL induces acinar atrophy and inflammation but does not affect bodyweight and glycemia

In 8 week old male BALB/c mice, the duct draining the exocrine enzymes from the tail of the pancreas is ligated while the organ’s head,
located adjacent to the stomach and duodenum, remains unaffected. Age, sex and weight-matched male BALB/c mice undergo sham surgery
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recapitulating all steps of partial duct ligation surgery, except the ligation of the pancreatic duct. Pancreas tissue was harvested 3, 7, 14, 30 days
post-surgery.

When PDL is performed correctly, mice appear healthy and do not show a significant difference in bodyweight (Figure 1A) or glycemia (Figure
1B) compared to sham-operated mice. Exocrine acinar tissue is lost gradually after PDL surgery (Figure 2A-E), resulting in a reduction in size
and weight of the ligated portion of the PDL pancreas (Figure 3), from hereon called PDL tail. Three days post PDL, acinar tissue morphology
becomes disrupted and acinar cells undergo apoptosis (Figure 4) and are likely engulfed by infiltrating CD45+ immune cells (Figure 5). At day 7
post PDL, many acinar lobules are replaced by fibrotic (Figure 6) and adipose tissue (Figure 2C-E) while remaining acinar cells undergo acinar-
to-ductal metaplasia. By day 14 post PDL, almost all acinar lobuli are devoid of acinar cells (Figure 2A-E) making the PDL tail pancreas appear
translucent so that islets become visible to the naked eye (Figure 3). Coincident with the initiation of acinar apoptosis, an increase in cell cycle
activity of the ductal epithelium is observed (Figure 7).

PDL induces an increase in insulin+ beta cell volume

Two weeks after PDL the total beta cell volume in PDL tail has doubled as compared to non-ligated Sham tail. Beta cell volume is quantified
by measuring the INS+ area in 4 µm sections, 36 µm apart spanning the whole tissue accounting for 10% of the total pancreas volume. PDL
induces an increase in insulin content two weeks after surgery compared to non-ligated pancreas as can be shown by automated whole –tissue
optical tomography (OPT).15 Since beta cell size is not changed after PDL the increase in beta cell volume is the result of an increase in beta cell
number.

PDL induces an increase in beta cell proliferation and the activation of Ngn3 expression

Beta cell proliferation is analyzed by immunohistochemical (IHC) staining in pancreata harvested 7 days and 14 days after Sham or PDL surgery.
The percentage of beta cells positive for proliferation marker Ki-67 is quantified by inspection of individual cells in a non-automated manner. At 7
and 14 days post PDL surgery, beta cell proliferation in PDL tail is significantly increased compared to non-ligated pancreas.

Within 3 days after PDL the expression of the embryonic islet progenitor marker Ngn3 is significantly increased in PDL tail as compared to non-
ligated pancreas. Maximal levels of Ngn3 transcript were reached within 1 week and subsequently decreased slowly. We routinely measure
Ngn3 gene activation by expressing the level of Ngn3-encoding mRNA in PDL pancreas relative to the stable Ngn3 level in duodenum. We
recently suggested that the extent of neogenesis in PDL might depend on the level of Ngn3 gene activation.15,30

 

Figure 1. PDL does not affect bodyweight or glycemia. Bodyweight(g) (A) and glycemia (mg/dL) (B) from sham-operated (white bars) and
PDL mice (black bars) was measured at different time points (day 0, 7, 14 and 30) following surgery and did not show any significant difference
between sham and PDL operated mice at any time point. Figure originally published by Xu et al., 2008.11. Please click here to view a larger
version of this figure.
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Figure 2. PDL leads to a gradual loss of acinar cells. Morphological change of PDL tail pancreas revealed by haematoxylin-eosin staining at
day 3 (B), 7 (C), 14 (D) and 30 (E) post surgery, compared to sham-operated tail pancreas (A). At 3 days post ligation, only a subtle disruption of
the acinar tissue can be observed (B). At 7 days post ligation, acinar tissue is severely disrupted and ductal complexes have formed (C). At 14
days post ligation, few acinar cells remain and acinar lobuli are replaced by ductal structures, a fibrous network and adipocytes (indicated with an
asterisk (*) in panel C and E). Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

 

Figure 3. PDL tail at harvest. Sham tail (A) and PDL tail (B) harvested at day 14 post-surgery. PDL tail is dramatically reduced in size
compared to Sham tail. Picture (C) shows PDL tail at day 14 post surgery in situ. Due to loss of acinar cells, the PDL tail appears translucent, the
main pancreatic duct is clearly visible (indicated with black arrow) and islets are visible as small white dots (indicated with white arrow). Please
click here to view a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 4. PDL induces acinar apoptosis. Immunostaining for cleaved-Caspase 3 in PDL tail at 3, 7 and 14 days post-surgery reveals apoptotic
bodies in the acinar compartment at day 3 and day 7 post surgery, while acinar cells are almost absent from PDL tail at day 14. Magnification
bars are 25 µm. Figure originally published by Xu et al., 2008.11. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

 

Figure 5. PDL induces immune cell infiltration. Immunostaining for the leukocyte marker CD45, showing the presence of a high number of
immune cells in PDL tail 7 days after surgery compared to sham pancreas. Magnification bars are 50 µm. Please click here to view a larger
version of this figure.

 

Figure 6. PDL induces fibrosis. Immunostaining for alpha smooth muscle actin shows the presence of a fibrous network in PDL tail 14 days
after surgery as compared to sham pancreas. Magnification bars are 50 µm. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 7. PDL induces an increase in duct cell proliferation. Double immunostaining for the duct cell marker Cytokeratin 19 (CK19) and for
the proliferation marker BrdU shows an increase in cell cycle activity of duct cells. Magnification bars are 25 µm. Figure originally published by
Xu et al., 2008.11. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Discussion

In the present study, we describe in detail the methodology behind PDL, a mouse injury model to study beta cell neogenesis and proliferation and
transdifferentiation of pancreatic non-beta cells. Ambiguity in data on PDL among labs stimulates the need for a standardized protocol for PDL
surgery.

Critical steps in the PDL protocol include the selection of healthy, young mice for surgery. Preferably male mice should be used since
unpublished data from our lab suggest that estrogen receptor signaling affects the outcome of PDL. PDL surgery induces recruitment and
expression of many factors to/in the injured pancreas and dissection of this cocktail may allow the identification of factors that are necessary and
sufficient to cause beta cell neogenesis and proliferation to bypass the need for surgery. However, it is important to realize that the cytokines and
factors involved in this model are not yet completely characterized. Therefore, it is important to perform PDL surgery under optimal conditions
since severe infection or disease of the animal can alter the occurrence of these factors and thereby affect the outcome of PDL. We advise to
monitor the animals closely after PDL surgery by assessing weight, glycemia, appetite, and activity level.

Proper ligation of the pancreatic duct is the most crucial step in the protocol. The ligation needs to be secured with multiple loops to prevent
incomplete ligation that may reduce the severity of the injury. However, the ligation should only affect the pancreatic duct, avoiding the underlying
superior and inferior pancreaticoduodenal artery. Accidental ligation of the arteries can lead to accessory damage and to hypoxia of the pancreas
with possible subsequent necrosis.

A sub-optimal PDL can occur due to improper ligation of the duct. This leads to a remnant of acinar tissue, as evidenced at day 7 and 14 after
PDL surgery. We advise not to include sub-optimal PDL samples into the analysis, since this can lead to variation in analyzed parameters such
as beta cell proliferation and Ngn3 expression. Notably, the level of Ngn3 expression correlates with the level of beta cell neogenesis.15 [Hansen
M.T., et al., in preparation]. A successful PDL can be recognized by the visible reduction in size and transparency of the tissue compared to a
non-ligated pancreas, phenomena which are clearly visible at 7 and 14 days post-surgery. Histological analysis should reveal fibrotic tissue,
increased number of ductal structures, increased ductal and endocrine proliferation and recruitment of immune cells. RT-qPCR should reveal an
expression of Ngn3 in PDL tail of at least 20% of the expression level in duodenum.

When analyzing proliferation in a non-automated manner by individual inspection of cells, the duct and endocrine cell proliferation in PDL leads
to very reproducible results. The induction of Ngn3 expression, however, varies between experiments, indicating that this process may be more
sensitive to physiological and environmental factors. Since PDL induces recruitment and/or activation of many cells and factors, identification of
the factor(s) responsible for a certain process in PDL is challenging.
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As a model in diabetes research, PDL does not require removal of pancreatic tissue or of beta cell reduction, as compared to pancreatectomy,
alloxan or streptozotocin injection. Therefore, animals usually maintain good glycemic control after PDL surgery. It can be expected that beta
cell proliferation and activation of an Ngn3-expressing progenitor is stimulated by locally produced signals originating from the inflammatory
responses and from acinar cell death. Therefore, PDL is an injury model that can serve as an analytical tool to study signaling pathways
involved in beta cell formation. Moreover, the experimental model of PDL may be useful beyond diabetes research: while being artificial, the
inflammatory nature of PDL mimics human pathological conditions and has therefore been used as a model to study pancreatitis31, formation of
adenocarcinoma32 and neoplasia.33
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